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Editor’s Note
Hello and welcome to another action packed edition of
your favourite newsletter. We have lots in store for you
after a busy start to the term. For those of you who missed
it, we start with a review of this years’ AGM.
Of course no newsletter would be complete without a trip
down memory lane as we a look back at the unforgettable
tour to Bruges and the surrounding area – and if anyone
missed Elizabeth’s diary, then you are in luck as you will find a
copy nestled among the next few pages.
I would like to extend my grateful thanks to everyone for their
generosity in sharing their photographs and memories of our
recent adventures, including those eager “Facebookers” among
you who have helped those who could not be with us to feel
very much a part of the whole experience.
Lastly with a host of other articles to cast your eye over I hope
you will find that there is something for everyone. Here is a
sneak peek at what else is in store….
Ÿ

“Dear Uncle” helps us unravel those musical mysteries

Ÿ

This term I’ve been getting to know… Elizabeth Gammell

Ÿ

Crumbs! A review of another successful cake stall

Ÿ

Poets corner: A brand new feature that celebrates the
many talents of our fellow Amici's.

Ÿ

Dates for your diary and of course the puzzle page!

AGM of the Amici’s - 15th May 2014
And so another year has rolled around again and last
month saw the 36th gathering of the Amici Singers for
their Annual General Meeting. This is an
important event in the Amici calendar so for
those who missed it, or to serve as a gentle
reminder for those who were there, I have
included the reports from our Chairman Anne
Bunker and our Musical Director, Douglas.
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A lot has happened in the life of the choir since our AGM on 16th May last year. As well as electing the committee
for the forthcoming year, we elected a new President as Bryan Shaw’s term of office had come to an end. Bryan
has been a very supportive President over the last two years in spite of his illness and has worked with us as much
as he could – something the choir has appreciated greatly. Brian Mack has now served one year of his Presidency
and we look forward to welcoming him to our Summer Concert this year and hearing his wonderful viola playing.
Membership remains fairly steady at around 50 – and as I said last year - we gain some and have in fact welcomed
several new members this year, and we lose some for various reasons – but there is always room for more – so
please always try and encourage new members to come along.
The committee has met six times since last May to discuss and carry out business on behalf of the choir and to
plan and organise concerts and other events. I shall comment briefly about what has taken place over the last
year, but I don’t intend to comment on the music as I’m really not qualified to do that. The first event to take
place was the cake stall on 18th May which was a busy day for some, particularly Barbara Hazell, Janet Grannells
and Maggie Vicarage who were up and about early to set up the stall on Biggleswade Market Square. They served
their first customer at 7.35am! This was a successful fund-raiser for the choir, and I would like to record my
thanks to them and also to all members who were so generous in donating cakes and other home-made goodies
for sale on the day. It is hoped that the planned cake stall at the beginning of June this year will be equally
successful.

Later that same day, the choir took part in another of Douglas’ ‘Conducting Days’. We rehearsed in the afternoon
with the six visiting conductors who had met for a ‘theory’ session with Douglas in the morning, and then in the
evening we performed their songs again, with them conducting under ‘concert conditions’. Yet again, this was an
interesting experience with conductors ranging from completely inexperienced to very competent. I’m sure we’ll
all remember ‘Peter, go ring dem bells’!! On this occasion our accompanist was Paul Bryan and we shall be
working with him again when he accompanies our summer concert in June this year.
Towards the end of June last year we welcomed the Central Presbyterian Church Handbell Choir from
Downingtown, Pa., USA who were beginning their summer tour in England. They were hosted by choir members
when new friendships were forged and old friendships were renewed – I hope you will agree that it is always such
a joy to get together with our friends from across the pond – a long standing association that began in 1983.
A few days after the Bell Choir’s arrival they joined the Orpheus Singers from Hadleigh in Essex, and The New
English Concert Orchestra as our guests at the highlight of our year – our 35th Anniversary Concert in Bedford
Corn Exchange on 29th June. We were very fortunate to be able to perform with our current President at that
time, Bryan Shaw playing oboe, our President Elect, Brian Mack playing viola, and one of our former Presidents,
our old friend Trevor Hughes who was our accompanist for the evening. It was particularly pleasing that Bryan
Shaw was able to play in the orchestra – so nice to see him looking so well following a prolonged period of illhealth. The day wasn’t without its little problems however, one of them being a lost concert shirt belonging to
one of the bell choir men. The day was saved by our vice-president Bill White who tracked it down in the Saffords
Bus in darkest Eynesbury!! After a busy afternoon rehearsing, the concert was performed in front of a sizeable
and appreciative audience who gave us a standing ovation – a very special occasion to be remembered for some
time to come and a wonderful way to celebrate 35 years.
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After the summer break, we began rehearsals for our Christmas concert but before that some
members travelled to The Royal Albert Hall on 5th November to act as official observers for the
World Record attempt for the Largest Ocarina Ensemble. The previous record of 831 was
indeed broken and verified by the Guinness Book of Records with an ensemble of 3,081
ocarina players. All who attended will agree that it was an enjoyable and unique experience.
Our Christmas concert took place on 7th December. Again we were very pleased to welcome
Bryan Shaw as our guest, and on this occasion Tessa Wood, herself a former Amici, as our very
able accompanist. This concert was sponsored by Sandy Rotary Club and we were
instrumental in helping them to raise a considerable sum for their chosen charity. The concert
was a sell-out, the venue, the EcoHub in Gamlingay was warm and the audience responsive
and appreciative. Like the Anniversary concert, this one was not without its problems and this
time Kate came to the rescue and cleaned the changing rooms after the footballers had gone
home so that we had relatively clean areas for use as our dressing rooms in the evening. Our
vice-President, Bill White, who is also a member of Sandy Rotary, compered the evening, and
such was the success of the Amici/Rotary collaboration, Rotary asked us for a repeat
performance to which the committee has agreed.
Following what I personally believe has been a very successful year for the choir, we now have
a lot to look forward to, not least our four day tour to Belgium next week. I am aware that not
all choir members are able to travel, but those of us who are travelling will do our best to
represent those of you remaining at home and we shall look forward to sharing our
experiences with you when we return. And on our return we will be preparing for the cake
stall on 7th June, the summer concert on 21st June, the visit to Leamington Spa on 27th
September, the Christmas concert on 20th December and looking even further ahead, our
return visit to Quedlinburg in May 2015.
Before I finish, I must record my thanks first and foremost to Douglas, without whom there
would be no Amici Singers, no uplifting Thursday evenings, no wonderful music to sing and no
ear-worms of haunting melodies carrying me through the week. And as we all know, behind
every good man there is a woman keeping him in check, so thank you too to Carole who works
exceedingly hard on the choir’s behalf – quite beyond the call of duty for the MD’s wife. I must
mention too Bill White our vice-President who is now getting back to his former fitness after a
second operation and a fairly prolonged period of recuperation. I value Bill’s input in choir
matters and he can always be relied upon to support the choir whenever approached to do so.
I know you will join me in wishing him continued good health. It was reported at the last AGM
that Margaret and George Prosser felt the time had come for them to resign from the
committee, thereby relinquishing the post of Publicity Officers, a job that they had carried out
most successfully for some years. However, after a short break, they agreed to take on the job
again, not serving on the committee this time, but reporting to committee when necessary.
We are very grateful and indebted to them for giving up their time once again to make sure
that the choir is publicised in every possible way.
Finally, I want to thank the committee for their very hard work over the last year – as a
committee, they are indeed committed and diligent in all they do for the choir and I know they
are a very strong and dependable team. It just remains for me to say – let’s have another good
year of singing.
Anne Bunker
Chairman - May 2014
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AMICI SINGERS MUSICAL DIRECTORS REPORT AGM MAY 15 2014
When Amici Singers were formed back in 1978 I never thought that we would still be together and that I would still be
here giving such a report. I want to reflect on the achievements for the moment and with such a reflection I am sure
that I may miss something out or get some facts wrong – as my Mother would say “It’s your age.” We have made a
number of overseas tours including the USA - 10 times, Senlis (France) – 4 times, and next week we will be making our
second visit to Belgium, the first time was in 1980 and that was our first overseas trip. We were in Kortrijk as guests of
the Kortrijk and on Sunday May 4 we gave the first liturgical performance in St. Martin’s Church of Missa pro civitate
Kortrijk, which was the very first original work I composed for the Amici’s. I am sure some of you remember that the
movements appeared week by week as they were composed; and for those who were not in the choir, those were the
days of hand-written scores.
In the UK, concerts and services in which we have taken part include the Royal Albert Hall and Ely Cathedral, evensong
in Norwich Cathedral, sung in The Purcell Rooms on the South Bank, Lyme Hall Cheshire as guests of Maia Choir,
Stockport, Tewkesbury Abbey – concert on the Saturday Night, service on the Sunday morning, shared a concert with
Wings of Song in Norwich Assembly House where we met Tootsie’s sister (if you don’t understand that ask an older
member), performed in St Mary’s, Gislingham, Suffolk as the guest of Donald Swann who was then our President,
travelling there for the first and only time by double decker bus to the surprise of many Suffolk county folk who had
never seen a double decker bus passing by, and when we got there the church was blue with smoke from the industrial
burners – the Amici’s usually raise the roof with their singing – that day some went through the floor instead as the
floorboards gave way, performed in Dale Street Methodist Church Leamington Spa where we are revisiting in
September. We also sang in some BBC programmes for Schools down in London when I was unable to get a school
choir. And I expect some of you can remember when the BBC East region came to Brook House to film a rehearsal with
producer Christopher Lewis who went on to produce the Antiques Roadshow for many years. And some years later the
Amici’s went up to Norwich to sing carols live in the Look East studio under the baton of Trevor as I was unable to make
it. In fact the choir has been up to Norfolk 4 times – the Cathedral, the Assembly House, The Look East Studios and
Hunstanton. (Corrected at the AGM to 6 – North Creake and Dersingham where we joined in with a bring and sing
Messiah). Also one must forget the three conducting days when the Amici’s were conducted by a wide variety of
abilities.

We have performed in many halls and churches locally and of course sung a few times in the Bedford Corn
Exchange, always a highlight, none more so than last year for the 35th anniversary which was outstanding. Even so I was
still surprised when the audience gave you a standing ovation. In our 35 years we have had four rehearsal rooms. 2 in
Brook House, the first being in the first music room where you sat on benches made by the Potton Timber Company –
we still have them – then we rehearsed for a while in St Mary’s Church Hall, before coming back to Brook House. Then
we came here to Trinity Methodist; and in September it will be our fifth move when we go to St .Peter’s. The Choir has
made four recordings (corrected to five at the AGM) – the first was a cassette made in the BBC Maida Vale studios,
home of the BBC Symphony Orchestra (corrected to two cassettes at AGM – the second one recorded at Trinity
Methodist) and 3 CDs recorded here. And we have had various goods – tea towels, mugs and trinket boxes.
We have had some notable Presidents, most of whom have performed with us. They include Geoffrey Wheeler, Donald
Swann, Johnny Morris, Andrew Shore, Pam Rhodes, Jane Dodd, Christopher Hyde-Smith, Jane Dodd , also our first
accompanist who with Trevor, who has also been president, has played such an important part in our history, Bryan
Shaw and now Brian Mack – and we have worked with some of the countries outstanding musicians, too many to
mention.
Now when you look back at all the achievements, the history of the choir, it is very remarkable and I think unique,
especially as the choir has had only one Musical Director – sorry about that! There is a very important reason that I
have mentioned all this and it is something that I do not want you to forget.
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Recently, someone said that the Amici Singers is my choir. I quickly corrected that person by saying it is not my
choir but I am proud to call it our choir. Now in all seriousness, I do not know how long I can continue. At present I
am feeling fine, but who knows what the future may bring. Of course there may come a time when I am voted out.
I have always made it clear that the Musical Director is to be voted yearly. But there will come a time when I will
not be around to lead you. I would be, to put it mildly, extremely sad if the Amici Singer’s stopped. We have all
built up a legacy, an important musical legacy that must continue – and it would be so sad to see it thrown away. I
want to continue as long as possible, as long as you will have me, but it’s the Amici’s who are important and the
Singers must continue. We have together established a tradition which would be scandalous if it was let go.
Remember, individuals are not for ever – but a good Society can be.
Recently we have had a number of new singers join us and I have been thrilled and encouraged by the way they
have embraced the ethos of the Amici Singers and have quickly become one of us and one with us. And it’s a credit
to members how they have welcomed the new singers. As I have always said it is very important that we bring in
new members so please evangelise. Unless new blood comes in to any organisation, that organisation will stagnate
and then fall away.
One of the strengths of the choir has been the Chairman – all have been different which has been a good thing for
the choir and except for one who moved to Scotland all are still singing with the choir. Anne Bunker is the latest to
fulfil that role and like her predecessors I am grateful for all the work she has done in that role and previously as a
committee member. The committee this year has carried on the tradition of great work, coming up with ideas and
sharing all the concerns, joy and fun and I thank them all as indeed I thank you all for another great year. If I do
mention one name, then I am sure that you will understand. The choir was really founded by Carole who
suggested the formation of the choir when all those years ago I moaned that I missed doing choir work as at the
time I was doing so much orchestral and instrumental ensemble work. Carole has been the administrator of the
choir all this time and I would go so far as to say that the Amici’s would not be where they are today if it was not
for Carole. It is with her that the thanks should lie.
I usually end with a poem. I have two. The first comes from an anonymous 15th century writer with some of the
essentials of good choral singing.
Forth to high heaven let your praises ring
But yet with caution – listen while you sing,
Let there be in you unity and peace.
Begin together and together cease.
No word or note should ever be begun
Before the former one is fitly done.
Be careful not to cut or syncopate,
Each syllable must have its proper weight.
And if you keep enunciation good
The words are rightly heard and understood.
I like to think that the Amici’s is an inclusive group, but nevertheless, I hope that we never have to cope with this.
Miss X has an awful voice she takes after her mother June
I don’t know why she’s in the choir when she can’t stay in tune
She can’t even manage to stay in tune not even for a single note
It sounds like someone’s hands are tightening around her throat
It never rises and it never falls it just stays permanently flat
In truth she can’t carry a tune in a bucket it’s as simple as that
I was told that she had it trained when she was still a child
But I’m afraid it soon escaped and returned back to the wild
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Amici trip to Bruges: 20-23 May 2014

Tuesday 20 May
The dark skies over Potton and the rain that fell as we reached the Market Square at
07.00, were unexpected, but didn't dampen anyone's spirits. We were off on yet
another Amici adventure. This tour had been organised for us by Rayburn Travel - so we
weren't in a Safford's Coach, this was a Heyfordian, and all responsibility had been
removed from us as Joanne, our official courier, was in charge.
The pickups all went smoothly. Traffic was pretty heavy, however, we arrived at Dover
in excellent time. Our ferry was operated by DFDS Seaways. There were very other few
people travelling. Julie was selected by a cheerful chap from the Office of National
Statistics to be surveyed as we had (it must be admitted, a not very nice) lunch. We
chatted in a general way about where we were from and it turned out his old boss was
Charles Belcher, neighbour of Ronnie & Bill! Charles' wife, Elizabeth, should have been
travelling with us, but sadly she had dropped out of the trip due to illness. Small world!
The crossing was millpond smooth. We returned to the coach; many dozed as we headed
for Bruges.
On arrival the heavens opened: fortunately,
our hotel was situated only just off the Grote
Markt, so we could scuttle there with our
cases, but still all arrived in pretty damp
condition. Check-in was efficient, rooms
allocated smoothly. However, the lift only
held two people plus their cases and the
stairs were very steep, narrow and winding,
so it did take quite a while to install us all.
Rooms were of variable standards. Some, like
Lindsay, got lucky (Honeymoon Suite!) others
found themselves up under the eaves with
the sloping ceiling right over their beds and
the shower contained in a small cupboard.
With a rehearsal at seven, we decided to find
some food first. The hotel had an adjoining
restaurant (and a 10% discount voucher) so
we headed there. After some difficult
persuading the disinterested waitress to serve
us, had an excellent meal. The hotel cleared
space in the cellar breakfast room for us to
rehearse. Trevor had brought his keyboard over from England; Bill White acted once
again as Page Turner.
Two hours flew past; it was hard to tell how the choir would sound in a proper acoustic
but it was just lovely to sing together. Jo, our Rayburn Tours guide, joined in as a 2nd
Alto, and thoroughly enjoyed the music too.
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Amici trip to Bruges: 20-23 May 2014
At 21.00 we were free to do as we pleased. A group of us headed out across the Grote
Markt, in increasingly heavy rain. Ronnie, Bill, Trevor and Clare hadn't eaten, so they
found a restaurant but the rest of us decided to return to the hotel and sample some of
the drinks we'd bought on ferry (cost-saving measure!) A generous invitation was issued
to Room 301, the abode of our Chairman, Anne, her roommate Rosemary and Bud the
Bear. Kate, Maggie Vicarage, Julie and I duly turned up (once we'd dried out from the
deluge!) with liquid contributions and our plastic tooth mugs.
Sadly, the bottles of Prosecco, which had a neat little string running under the cork,
firmly refused to open. Rosemary proudly produced a small serrated fruit knife: Kate
worked very hard and sawed through the cork - with the intention of pushing it down
into the bottle. Have to report, this ingenious plan was a total failure. Even the bottle
of red wine (which Bud was discovered cuddling naughtily) required a corkscrew. The
teaspoon and nail clippers, yes, things were getting desperate, failed to make any
impression. Defeated, we resorted to some tins of Gin & Tonic and Maggie had a cup of
tea. Was this why we then spent the next hour and a half telling each other about the
way various relatives had passed on to a better place?
Retreated to our rooms. Pleased to discover the beds were surprisingly comfy and clean
smelling. Fell asleep, eventually, to the sounds of rain on the roof and the odd cry of
revelry from the street below.
Wednesday 21 May
Alarm went off at 07.00. No lie-ins on this trip. Got up cheerfully, in anticipation of a
lovely Amici-day.
Despite the
inadequacies of
our cupboardstyle 'bath
room' (what
bath??) there was
hot water and
the shower
worked pretty
well. After
donning the
"informal”
uniform we
negotiated a
maze of stairs,
plus lift, to
access the cellar
breakfast room. A
good selection of
cereals, cold
meats, cheeses
etc, plus coffee/tea was enjoyed by all. Jo, the guide, implored us to be in the Grote
Markt by 09.10 so the coach wouldn't have to block the narrow cobbled street for long.
!
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Amici trip to Bruges: 20-23 May 2014

Clutching our bags containing formal uniform and music, we left the hotel, pleased to
see it wasn't raining, as per forecast. Spent a delightful few minutes wandering around
the vibrant market, which had sprung up overnight. People were queuing 15 deep for
plants! The freshest of fruits and vegetables were attractively displayed; stalls with
fragrant cooked meats added their aroma and, oh, the waffles... Apparently, this goes
on twice a week, and is greatly valued by the residents. Seeing us gathered for the
coach, Douglas took opportunity to find out if we could sing, "It's very clear" from
memory - which attracted a small audience who photographed us and applauded. The
coach arrived and we scrambled on with as much haste as we could.

The drive to Ghent only took an hour. We were dropped off and, led by Jo, made our
way to the boat-landing place, admiring the architecture as we went. Although it was a
bit cloudy, the temperature was very pleasant. Amici polo shirts added a vivid splash of
colour, aiding identification of the group. The boatman spoke excellent English and gave
us an instructive trip along the rivers and canals, mixing history with amusing anecdotes.
We drifted beneath a willow tree, saw a turtle basking on a tree root, and absorbed
random facts about local beer and beheadings. Just before the conclusion to the
journey, the boat was paused beneath the Michael bridge and we sang, "It's very clear" drawing applause from passengers in passing boats. I do love scrambled singing. After
the short cruise, we were free to explore until we had to retrieve our bags and head for
St Bavo's cathedral, venue of the afternoon concert. Some went to enjoy a light lunch,
others headed for the many shops selling lace, chocolate and beer.
St Bavo's cathedral, an impressive building from the exterior (although the scaffoldingshrouded entrance was a distraction) turned out to really possess the 'wow' factor once
we got inside. Huge. Ornate. Echoing... Trevor had to get to grips with the 5 manual
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console of the organ, which gave us plenty of time to absorb the plethora of side
chapels, the vast crypt, many statues and paintings.
Julie and I took the opportunity to perambulate reverently, and
then had time to slip outside again for an utterly amazing hot
chocolate in nearby cafe. Half pint glasses of frothy hot milk
were served with a little pot of dark chocolate nibs, which you
added yourself - they melted perfectly. Revived, we returned
to the cathedral where Trevor was filling the airy spaces with
thunderous chords. Changed into formal uniform and took our
places on the altar steps for a quick warm up and procession
practice. As a choir, we can sing far better than we have any
right to (that’s a quote from Douglas!) However, we are pretty
rubbish at moving purposefully, neatly and correctly into
position. Our struggles to get three rows of Amicis from seats
to steps in double file up the centre, fan out to our places, and
then do the same in reverse, holding folders correctly, probably
gave the assembling audience a good laugh…sigh.
It was quite a concert. We began with the Quedlinburg Missa Brevis - the Latin felt so
natural in that setting. Then came the first performance of "Anthem for Doomed
Youth". Douglas did explain the work to the quite sizeable audience, but the extra
accompaniment thoughtfully provided by a strident drill outside was certainly not part
of the score we were singing from. Am sure if Douglas had wanted pneumatic percussion
rather than bells that's what he'd have written. Trevor interspersed our contributions
with glorious organ solos; during one of these a large party of school children stood,
entranced, behind the console, fascinated to watch the way this amazing sound was
produced.
The Second Tapestry of Songs from the British Isles gave the audience a chance to hear
a different style from the choir: wonder what they made of "Ar hyd ur nos"? Trevor
played again then we gave our second premier performance of the day, Sing with the
Spirit echoed wonderfully - the 'shout' in Joshua really reverberated! "Deep Peace", as
ever, made a moving conclusion to the two-hour performance...the audience, a few of
whom had stayed throughout, very appreciative.
Tired, but cheerful, we got back on coach. Douglas had told us he was pretty pleased
despite some of the additional notes and harmonies he'd heard and congratulated us on
our rapid powers of recovery. He also thought the four slurps in 'The Leprechaun' should
have been recorded and then inserted whenever we sing it again, as they'd been so
good, carried by the echo!
Bill and Ronnie had negotiated a three course meal for €25 each at a nearby restaurant.
We were to assemble there at 19.45. Julie and I decided to have a walk first; we
identified a number of shops we wanted to visit before we left on Friday, then settled
down with a Leffe Blond to people-watch. Friends arrived and we climbed to the Upper
Room for our meal.
It was an absolutely epic Amici occasion.
!
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Anne, who is the Keeper of Amici 'Firsts' declared even
she'd never known a night like it. Thirty-five of us
(Jack & Christine Welham had already booked a meal
at another restaurant they knew, but they joined us for
coffee) sat at six tables. Thomas, our waiter,
introduced himself and explained how he'd be serving
us. The noise levels increased as the beer and wine
flowed. The meal was good value and delicious. Slight
issues of incompatibility as some got their food before
others but everyone was laughing and chatting so it
didn't seem to matter. Bud the Bear had been included
in the party and was, as always, the centre of
attention and source of much hilarity. The singing
began after the main course...we worked our way
through the Gershwin medley and some more!
Speeches were made, many toasts were proposed. We
collected a tip for Thomas, and made him come to the
centre of the room so we could serenade him before
presenting it. He was quite overcome and made a sweet little speech in reply (everyone
we encountered spoke such good English - really shaming!) He said it has been a
pleasure to serve us and commented on how lovely it was to meet a group who obviously
enjoyed each other's company and were so happy. Bill's striptease with Bud signalled
the end of an evening of friendship and considerable hilarity. Douglas beamed his
pleasure as we all made our way out. I'd been worried that other diners in the main
restaurant below would have been horrified at the rowdy rumpus above them, but as we
left several people said they'd enjoyed the singing!
Julie and I retired to the hotel, wearily climbed to the fourth floor and our snug room
beneath the eaves. We threw open the window (in contravention of the instructions we'd
been given the previous day by a harassed hotel staff member!) to allow the sweet,
fresh air to flow into our room and fell asleep to the sound of rain pattering on the lead
flashing.
Thursday 22 May
As my bed was directly below the window I shouldn't have been surprised that I was
woken, at 05.15, by the curtain blowing above my head by a stiff breeze. Trying not to
wake Julie, I shut window and tried to go back to sleep but it was futile. Only thing to
do was to grab iPad and get to grips with my Amici Tour Diary (I've chronicled many of
our previous adventures but technology has certainly made it easier!)
Just before the alarm went off at 07.00, Julie peered over at me to see what on earth I
was up to! We got up, dressed in informal greens for the big day ahead and went to find
breakfast and see what shape our fellow choir members were in. No need for concern;
Amicis know how to enjoy themselves to the full and still be fresh the next day for
singing! Out into the square to meet the coach at 09.10 and set off for Ypres.
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The first stop was at the immense Tyne Cot cemetery. I hadn't realised that it was only
from 1914 that those killed in war were buried in individual graves. I collected some
pamphlets at the Tyne Cot information centre which told the grim story of burials in
trenches and then reburial as the new cemeteries were designed to honour those who
fell - often unidentified, so just given the simple inscription a Soldier of the Great War,
Known unto God. We spent a little time at the simple information centre before going
into the cemetery. There were poignant postcards; grim letters and telegrams informing
mothers, wives and sweethearts that their loved ones had perished but the most moving
thing was the young, female voice quietly reciting names and ages of the dead...plus
grainy photos of mostly terribly young men, some with cheery smiles, others with
haunted eyes. That really made it all real.

A walkway round the wall led us to the entrance. The cemetery lay before us. 11,956
white marble headstones glinted peacefully in the sunshine, a breeze stirred the flowers
planted at the foot of every grave. We moved towards the green-clad group clustered
towards the back. Trevor was trying out the battery-operated keyboard, to see how
much volume he could give us. Douglas was putting heavy metal strips on his music
stand to prevent his music from blowing away. We took our places, ready to sing. A
gardener, operating a noisy scarifying machine, plodded around, oblivious to the
presence of 28 women about to sing. Clearly, "Anthem for Doomed Youth" was going to
have yet another additional percussive effect. We sang for about 20 minutes. School
parties passed behind us; other visitors stopped to listen & take photos of us. White
clouds scudded across the sky as the breeze carried our voices to the heavens. For me,
the hardest line was "Deep peace of the quiet earth" - knowing almost 12,000 bodies lay
around us. However, elevated thoughts were rapidly dispelled by the sight of a large
group of school children clambering right up the Great Cross - specially as Jo had
specifically asked us to behave as reverently as possible and not even sit down!
We left Tyne Cot a little earlier than the schedule, but with Ypres ahead, we were all
keen to move on. Jo outlined the day and as we approached the town said, "We're about
to go under the Menin Gate," which really made us all pay attention. This was what we
had been excited about for months. Jo told us about a chocolate shop, Leonidas, where
we'd get a 10% discount if we said we were on a Rayburn tour. As we drove past a man
nipped out to hold up a sign saying 'Amici Singers' and waved enthusiastically at us. We
waved back...
The coach dropped us off & we were free to explore and find some lunch before getting
together again for the afternoon concert at St George's Memorial Church. The Square
was full of cafés but Julie wanted to go back to the Gate and photograph the name of
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her husband's Great Uncle. I'm so glad we got to see it when there were very few
people about. Julie managed to identify Panel 21 and relative's name without much
trouble. Pleased to have achieved our objective, we took numerous photos, awed by
the 54,896 names recorded.
Ypres was raised to the ground in the Great War. The story of the building of the Menin
Gate to commemorate all those who died but have no known grave, as well as how the
Last Post Association began, is extremely interesting. The town has been rebuilt but
you'd never really know it isn't centuries old, like the buildings we'd admired in Ghent
and Bruges.

Now, a bit hungry, it was time to find a cafe. We passed many, but
none of them really appealed. By now we'd walked away from the
main tourist area, when suddenly Julie spotted a Boxer dog, sunning
itself on a small deck of tables and chairs belonging to a little cafe.
Julie used to own a Boxer. It turned out to be the proprietor's dog.
Decision made, this was where we'd eat. We realised this cafe was
clearly patronised by the locals; the food was freshly made and
excellent.
Our afternoon concert was held in St George's Memorial Church. On a very different
scale to St Bavo's in Ghent. Barrel roof, walls covered with brass plaques for all the
regiments, tapestry kneelers with crests, and a little organ concealed behind a red
curtain. There were two pulpits flanking the chancel steps and choir stalls that just
accommodated sixteen singers. Douglas was able to introduce the programme to the
transient audience. Again, we had people coming in, staying for a while and then
departing with smiles of thanks. We enjoyed singing for the sheer pleasure of making
music together, the number listening was irrelevant. Managed "Anthem for Doomed
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Youth" without extraneous accompaniment.
Trevor played English baroque music. The
two hours went very quickly. At the end of
the concert, a lovely Irish lady, who was
representing the church made a most
gracious speech of thanks. Then, from the
audience, a man who'd been in the church,
with his wife, throughout the performance
stood up and asked if he could say a few
words. It was incredibly moving. He
explained that they'd meant to be
elsewhere but seen a poster about our
concert and changed their plans so they
could hear us. He was very complimentary
about the music but it was his story, of
military service, and how our tribute to the
soldiers was so important that went
straight to the heart. The power music has
to create emotions far too deep for
words...
We changed back into greens. Next timepoint was to rendezvous at Menin Gate at
19.30 before the ceremony at 20.00. Ypres was really filling up. Traffic and people
everywhere. Cafés doing roaring trade. It was time to sample a waffle and ice cream.
Amazing selection of flavours; I resisted the vivid blue of a tub marked Smurf. The
though of the E numbers that must contain was scary.
At the information centre we visited the shop, bought metal poppy pins, it seemed
important to have them, with the words of our man from the audience in mind.
It was good just to potter quietly around, have a hot chocolate and get ready to be part
of such an extraordinary ceremony.
Even with half an hour to go, there were crowds gathered thickly and more arriving with
every second to try and get a good viewpoint. The Amicis were allocated a small.
cordoned-off area; the instruction was to form orderly lines of five. Amicis shuffled, in
attempt to fulfil this order, but it proved tricky! Julie went to have another look at her
relative's name, taking Rosemary with her. Anne then told me that Julie's husband and
daughter were in the crowd - they'd driven over that morning, so they could see this
extremely special performance! When should we tell her? She came back and took a
few photos to show the crowds - including one straight at where Robert and Helen were
standing! Anne told Julie that there was someone she should see and waved Robert and
Helen over. Julie's look of disbelief, stunned amazement and joy was a picture. She
burst into tears as she hugged Robert and Helen - which set me off too (many thanks
Jennifer for the tissue!) This superbly romantic gesture delighted everyone, including
some in the crowds around when they realised.
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At 20.00 the Ceremony began. The Last Post was played, the Exhortation declared, a
minute of silence. Into the silent crowds Trevor played the first notes of "Anthem for
Doomed Youth". There'd been no explanation of what we were singing, but it seemed so
fitting. Wilfred Owen's opening lines, "What passing bells for those who die as cattle?
Only the monstrous anger of the guns" rose to embrace all those engraved names.
Ronnie's wistfully simple solo line floated angelically. After a brief pause we then sang
"Deep Peace" - another chance to offer healing for the horrors suffered a century ago. As
we sang, wreaths were laid - including one by Paul Middleton, Janice's husband.
At the end, the whole thing had only taken about 15 minutes, the senior officers came
over to talk to Douglas and Trevor and present a us with a medal from New Zealand.
Several people told us how special it had been to have our contribution to the ceremony.
Julie got another chance to see Robert and Helen; they'd spent the time since they
arrived in Ypres avoiding ladies in green, before they set off for home again.
Jo rounded us up, and shepherded us back to the coach.
The road was reopened to traffic. Life resumed in Ypres.
How extraordinary that this simple commemoration has
taken place (even during WWII when it was moved to
England) every day since the end of WWI. "We will
remember them". What a special honour for the Amicis to
be a small part of this history.
Back to Bruges. At the hotel we made arrangements to
visit Room 301 for a sedate celebration of such a special
day. In the open window the tower of the Church of our
Lady (the second tallest brick building in the world) was
dramatically framed. No problem with the Prosecco cork
this time. We toasted the choir, we began to reminisce...
The sky darkened and I caught a flash from the corner of
my eye, a storm was moving towards us. We watched the
storm with great enjoyment - the lightening was
fantastic. The Prosecco slipped down very easily.
As the evening drew on Bud behaved quite
naughtily. Eventually, Rosemary disappeared into
the bathroom and reappeared, all ready for bed.
The rest of us took the subtle hint and made our
goodnights. It had been a fun evening - a great
end to a day full of great emotion.
Back in our room, we packed as far as we could
and snuggled into bed.

Friday 23 May
For the first time on the holiday, I slept right through until the alarm woke me at 07.00.
It was rather sad, knowing this was our last breakfast on this trip. We were all still on a
'high' from the wonderful experiences of the past three days. Jo urged us to be checked
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out by 09.00, ready to put our luggage on the coach so we could enjoy the morning in
Bruges. Most of us opted to take a boat tour on the canals, so we gathered cheerfully at
the shop with a mermaid sign. We had a little time to fill first, so Julie, Jay and I went
into the Church of our Lady to see the Michelangelo 'Pieta' - certainly well worth the €2
fee. As with our cruise in
Ghent, we had a great time
drifting along, learning
about the architecture and
history of Bruges: I'd
forgotten that it was the
financial centre of Europe in
the 15th century. The
bridges were lower than
those in Ghent - we were
warned to mind our heads
and to admire the
stalactites (and very large
spiders) as we went under
them. On the landing stage
we tipped the boatman and sang him "Our love is here to stay", which he appreciated.
With a fairly short time before we had to get back on the coach, we dispersed to enjoy
the last of Bruges. It was a determined walk back to the sweet shop where we'd seen
some really amazing chocolates (although this emporium didn't sell novelty appendages like the little present Rosemary was given for Bud!!!) Gift chocolates safely secured in
neat little cool bags, our next destination was a shop selling a staggering array of beers;
Julie chose one for her heroic husband - already elevated to status of Amici Legend.
Just time for one last amazing hot chocolate, then we managed to find our way back to
the Grote Markt and rejoin the coach. The drive back to Calais was uneventful, levels of
chat greatly reduced. In fact, Douglas paid a visit to the BBC to see if we were ok!
Lesley Hammadani sustained us with some absolutely delicious flapjack and chocolate
nibbles. Bless her, she'd baked four different sorts of goodies (and even provided purple
paper napkins for finger wiping!) We agreed a new post should be bestowed on her,
'Amici Baker'. Anne made the Presentations, as we waited for our ferry. The gifts and
tips went down well and Douglas thanked us all for the singing, friendship and fun.
The ferry was fuller than the outward-bound vessel, but the sea was pretty smooth.
Rosemary had Bud with her, much to the astonishment of a small boy, who couldn't
believe his eyes.
Finally, back on British soil, Ray, who was an excellent driver, got us deftly through the
heavy holiday traffic. We deposited various members of the group at Maidstone
Services, Baldock Services, Biggleswade Bus Station and finally Potton Market Square.
Fond farewells were made. An Amici trip always bonds the choir and it was great to
have recent members along too - no longer "Amici Virgins"! Another new feature of this
trip had been the use of social media. Several of us had been putting photos and
comments up on Facebook, which meant those who'd not been able to travel with us,
!
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had kept in touch with our adventures. As one commented, "It felt as if I was there
too..." That's Amiciness.
Elizabeth Gammell
Note: This diary has very much been written from my perspective, but I hope that other
Amicis reading it will feel it’s their story too. I’d like to thank everyone who was on the
trip for the pleasure of their company on this intense four-day experience – and
specially, my Amicimate, Julie, who shared my room and some fascinating wanders off
the beaten track in the towns we visited. In the choir’s 36th year, we are so fortunate to
be able to share our music and friendship as we do.
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Please read on to see emails sent from Douglas and Anne to all Amici’s on return from Bruges…

Dear Amici’s,
I would like to thank everyone who went on the trip to Belgium – you made it such a wonderful and
memorable visit. And for those of you who couldn’t make it I would like to thank-you for all the work you
put into the rehearsals before-hand which helped so much with the learning and preparation of the
music.
When the Amici’s go abroad, I always regard the trip and the music-making as representing the UK and
also playing an important part in helping to cement relationships between countries as well as making
new friends. I have always regarded music-making in the light of social, political, musical and historical
context; and in the history of the Amici Singers, you, the ones who make the sounds, have always risen
to the challenges. You certainly did this time so thank-you one and all.
I would like to say a special word about Anthem for Doomed Youth. I know the work was challenging but I
admired the way that you met it head on and got down to it right from the start. Some of you quite
candidly said that at the beginning they just did•not like it; but nevertheless you worked at it with the
result that those singers ended up being comfortable with it and may even have come to like it. I am
never offended if something I have written is not liked. There are some pieces that I still do not like
myself. Some of you may find that difficult to understand, so let me make a comparison. Do you always
like everything you cook? Does everything turn out as you expect? Well, for me, it’s the same with
composing.
Elizabeth Gammell in an e-mail made such an interesting and important point about Anthem: “I still have
Anthem for Doomed Youth•running through my brain. •Something I was going to add to the Diary was that
it•hadn't•occurred•to me, until we were singing at Tyne Cot, how appropriate it is that the arrangement is just
for female voices - lamenting the husbands and sons they lost. Sends shudders through me.” That view had
not occurred to me, but when I read Elizabeth’s comment I realised how true it was. And when we sang it
at Tyne Cot and Menin Gate it was special and received such lovely and moving comments from
listeners. Incidentally, what a wonderful Bruges Diary from Elizabeth. When I read it (and re-read it – and
re-re-read it) the trip came to life again.
A number of you asked me what was the most memorable moment. I really have too many and in any
case I do not want to narrow it down to just one. But I will admit that there was one very special and
moving moment – and that took place at the end of the St George’s concert when the gentleman got up
from the audience at the end and made a very moving speech. That speech was entirely motivated by
your singing and the way you presented the singing. I thought at the end he was going to say a prayer
but it was absolutely appropriate that he ended by leading us into applause for those who had made such
a sacrifice in World War 1 and the Second World War in which he was involved.
So many of you asked me on the way home if I had enjoyed the trip. I am not a naturally ‘smiley’ person,
but I assure you that I enjoyed the whole experience – the music, the concerts, the visits and the
partying. That Wednesday night was, as the Americans would say, ‘something else.’ It is hard to describe
the event to those that were not there, so you must ask those who were there to describe the evening. I
have never heard so may speeches and it was great to see everyone having fun, letting their hair down,
singing, drinking and laughing – can’t wait till the next one – but there will probably be no Thomas
present!!
Trevor was terrific and I really felt for him trying to come to terms with the organ in Ghent Cathedral.
Continued overleaf…
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It is a monster. It was a tribute to you that I had the confidence in your abilities to cut the rehearsal down
to just a few minutes so that Trevor could have as much time as possible on the organ.
It was the other end of the spectrum for Trevor when we went to St. George’s Church – neither of us
have seen an organ in such a small space which was also a cleaning cupboard, albeit there was a curtain
and not a door.
Ray and Jo (driver and courier) were so helpful. It was great having Jo there and so taking the burden off
of Carole and others. And I must not forget those of you who took charge of organising the choir line ups
at the concerts so that we could get into position quickly, smartly and meaningfully. It ended up being
pretty good.
Finally thanks to our singing guests. It was lovely having you with us and as I said you are most welcome
to join us for the Summer concert on June 21st and also our trip to Leamington Spa on September 27th.
Just let me know if you are able to join us – accommodation is available.
So that’s it from me, except to say once again a big thank-you,
Love to you all, Douglas

My dear Amici’s and Honorary Amici’s
What a wonderful few days we've just spent together.• Those of you who 'Facebook' will have seen
comments and photographs from many of us and it would appear that we all had a jolly good time - including
Bud!!
Each of us will have our own special memories, but I'm sure, for all of us, the most memorable will be our
singing at the Last•Post Ceremony at the Menin Gate.•What a privilege it was to take part in•something•in
honour of•the millions of men and women who gave their lives so that we have the freedom to be where we
are today, doing what we love most with those we love and care for.•I know we all•did our best•at the Menin
Gate considering the emotion of the occasion, and I hope Douglas is happy•that we tried to do his wonderful
'Anthem for Doomed Youth'•justice.•Certainly, comments from members of the public that evening and
others we met the next day and who stopped us in the street would indicate that our singing made the
ceremony very special and memorable•for them.
I could write reams about things we experienced in those four short days, but I think we all know that it was
a unique 'Amici trip' with its own memory bank - but in its 'uniqueness' it was also so very similar to all other
'Amicitrips' that we've been on, in that when you get down to basics it was successful because of two things
- music and friendship.•So I'd like to thank all of you for your music-making and friendship - not just on away
trips, but throughout the year at our Thursday rehearsals too - and long may it continue.
I have included ALL Amici’s in this email.•Even though not all choir members were able to travel with us, they
are still Amici’s and I hope•those of us who did travel felt we represented them wherever we sang 'Amici
music'.•I know Elizabeth Gammell is finishing off her diary so we will all be able to read and share and
remember the 'Bruges Experience' in due course.
We now have to continue rehearsing for our Summer Concert on 21st June•so I look forward to seeing you
on Thursday for some more music and friendship. With very best wishes. Anne (Bunker)
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No Amici trip would be complete
without all your lovely letters so here is
a collection. Happy reading…

Dear Douglas and Carole and all the Amici’s,

Hi Anne,

•Firstly thank you to everyone who has written
about the Belgium Tour. It sounds as though you
went through every emotion possible , great joy and
special moments for reflection, bringing with it,
some understanding of the futility of war. I am
quite sure you all , in some way been changed by
the experience.•I was thinking of you and trying to
imagine some of the events , that was in between
enjoying my new grandson. This little baby is a very
special one ,he has taken a long time to make his
appearance and my son and daughter-in-law are so
excited to be given the gift of Evan David Roberts
Congratulations to you all and especially to you
both for you put in so much effort on our behalf
which I know is so appreciated .

It's Bob, Lesley’s nephew! I am writing to
the Amici Singers to say a big thank you
for allowing me to be a part of your trip
to Belgium last week! I really enjoyed
every moment of the trip. Getting to see
all the sights was amazing - everything
was a highlight in my opinion! I had
mentioned to a few people that I had
only heard the group sing on a CD so
seeing you all perform live was a great
experience. Tyne Cot and the Menin
Gate performances were especially
moving (most I’m sure felt the same).• I
am really happy my aunt invited me
along! Again, thank you to everyone for
being so nice and welcoming on the
trip, i hope to see you all (and Bud!) very
soon :) Have a great day! Bob

My best wishes . Marion (Roberts)

Hello Douglas,
opportunity
Thank You for the
ges especially
of my visit to Bru
Cot Cemetery
the visits to Tyne
rch and the
,St George's Chu
were all
Menin Gate which
oving
wonderful and m
e. What a
experiences for m
be visiting,
beautiful area to
ere before
having not been th
Ypres and
found our visits to
sting and
Ghent very intere
trips with their
enjoyed the boat
I certainly
panoramic views.
memories of
will have "happy"
stay with me
Bruges which will
life. Many
for the rest of my
egards Judith
Thanks again.. R

Dear Anne & Douglas, It has been
lovely to receive all the various
emails, and to see the photos and
•it's hard to believe that it is already a week since we were at
Ypres and the Menin Gate.... "
normal" life takes over so quickly.
It was indeed a wonderful trip,
and moving in ways that I hadn't
really thought about in the busyness of preparations. I will certainly remember the Menin Gate
and the Ceremony there, especially knowing that my Australian
Grandfather had been involved in
the Ypres campaign 1917-1918
and that so many of his compatriots were commemorated around
where we sang. Thank you all for
making us " outsiders" so welcome
•on Amicitrips - it is indeed an
honour to be classed an " honorary" Amici" ! Bye for now. Best
wishes to all Clare (Fleck)
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Dear Douglas and Caro
le,
I had a wonderful time on
my
first Amici tour and would
like
to say thank you to you
both. I
have had an uplifting tim
e and
am grateful to have had
the
opportunity to sing in su
ch
memorable places. The
Tyne
Cot and Menin Gate we
re
particularly special for me
,
both moving and humblin
g
experiences. I am so gla
dI
am an Amici! Thanks ag
ain for
all your hard work in ma
king
the tour possible in the
first
place and tremendous
in
actuality.
Love and Best Wishes
.
Maggie (Vicarage)

Dear Douglas and Carole. What can I say that hasn't already been said?•Amici trips never fail to amaze me
that they are all different, yet all the same and this one certainly didn't disappoint.•I hope you were happy
with the choir's performances - we tried our best wherever we sang, but particularly at the Menin Gate we
strove to give 'Anthem for Doomed Youth' the sensitivity it so rightly deserved; I think Wilfred Owen would
have been honoured and proud to have his words so poignantly portrayed and interpreted•by your music.
'Thank you' are two small words often 'thrown away', but in Amici Speak I hope they convey to you so much
more - I hope I speak on behalf of the whole choir when I say we are so very grateful to you that you enable
us to experience so much through music and friendship and I think you made an extraordinarily•astute
decision when you chose the name 'Amici' for•the choir. I•was singing Evensong in Ely Cathedral earlier this
evening and I can't think of a more fitting way to end such a wonderful week of singing.•So thank you once
again.•I hope you enjoyed Belgium as much as I did . With much love. Anne (Bunker)
Dear Anne, What a pleasure it was to
meet up with you and how Shirley and I
enjoyed such an excellent choir, most
moving at times, full of fun and so easy
to listen to, thank you all for the expertise
and enjoyment.
Ron Cassidy (St George’s Chapel, Ypres)

Dear Anne. Welcome home Amicis
and Douglas. Thank you for
remembering those of us who would
love to have been with you but for
various reasons unable to be so. I
followed your itinerary daily with
thoughts and prayer . I/we, those of
us who were 'absent', look forward
to reading Elizabeth’s Diary and,
somehow, enter into the time you all
had together . Not forgetting 'Bud'
of course. Every blessing and look
forward to being at the concert on
21st June and listening to you all and
see "smiley' faces looking up (at
Douglas of course). Every blessing.
Margaret (Pearce) xx

Dear Douglas and Carole
•I hope you are now recovered
from our
most recent 'Amici Trip'. We
seemed to
pack a great number of things
in this time,
including the obligatory shoppi
ng!• We saw
lots of interesting things, bu
t the places we
sang and the emotions that we
nt with the
singing ............. words don't
describe it.
When we first sang Anthem
for Doomed
Youth at rehearsal I though
t, "here's
another challenge Douglas ha
s set us", but
especially when we were at Ty
ne Cot, Menin
Gate and in the Memorial
Church,
surrounded by plaques, banne
rs and
kneelers with the names of ind
ividuals and
regiments, etc., it•felt just rig
ht.• Thank
you, Douglas.. There were ple
nty of fun
moments too…I am certain
Thomas the
waiter in the restaurant had
never been
serenaded quite like that be
fore!! More
special memories. Love Jen W
(Wilkinson)

Dear Douglas and Carole,
•I just wanted to let you know how•much I have enjoyed the last few days.• I thought•that Ray and•Joanna made a good
team•and I hope the tour was a little•less stressful for you•than on previous occasions. I also wanted to thank you for
your very kind words on the coach when we arrived in Calais. I admit I was quite anxious about singing at the war
graves given the solemnity of the occasion but instead I•experienced an overwhelming sense of peace, due in no small
part to the wonderful music you wrote for us to perform. It was a real privilege to sing the•all the pieces and of course
the“Anthem for Doomed Youth”, surrounded by all the history that is still very much alive today. I know from the
comments I received after our performance at Menin•Gate•that the audience were touched by our contribution.• This
was also true following our concert at St. George’s chapel, as I am sure you will agree, the gentleman’s words after we
finished, were very moving for everyone.••Afterward, I got chatting to the lady who had spoken. I was•thrilled when she
commented that we all looked so happy and relaxed when we performed and that she enjoyed our interaction with each
other in•“Sing with the Spirit”.• Being an Amici really is•a wonderful and unique blend of friendship, laughter and music.
However,•without you both at the helm, I don’t think the Amici’s would have that special•“something” that makes me so
proud to be one of the team.••Thank you again for another truly memorable tour. Karen (Love)
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The BBC (Back of the Bus Crew) didn’t disappoint either and made good use of
travel time to write a brand new song inspired by our adventures in Bruges…

We even had a phantom note writer too… The following was discovered tucked
underneath the door of a ladies chamber on Wednesday night…
And the response?
Last but not least, I shall leave you with memories of the tour by including the
pictures that were posted on the Last Post website: www.lastpost.be
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We would just like to say thank you for all
your efforts in answering our questions last
time. We found the answers very helpful and
informative. However, I wonder if you could
help us with a few more questions please:

When you ask us to sing with expression I find that quite hard to do but would love to
learn, please do you have any tips?
One of the important aspects of singing with

You have often heard me say breathe early. This

expression is what is also known as tone colour.

is not only so that everybody starts together on

This means developing a complete

the correct beat. An important point is that

understanding of the text you are singing and

singing starts not with that first beat, but with

also individual words. This in turn will lead to

the breath taken before that beat. And when you

being able to put over the music and the words

do breathe you should carry on that breath the

in a way that faces and bodies and therefore

emotional thought of what you are singing

hearts and souls and so voices will communicate

about. The vowel must also be shaped in

to the audience. When all the choir are involved

advance which will help the tone and therefore

this way, then the singing will go up another

the sound and the blend. As I have said a

level. •If you say with meaning such phrases as ‘I

number of times you must ‘look like the music.’

love you’; ‘I like you’; I do not like you’; ‘I hate

This also applies to the conductor.

you’ you can express the difference.
That is what you have to do with the singing. – in
other words you must express the emotion when
singing as you do when speaking. It means
to get behind the meaning and sense of the text.
for their intrinsic beauty and for the moods they

must read it – it’s important homework. It is also
important for the MD to explain the text and it’s
relevance to the music and to highlight key

developing an actor’s concept of words in order
AS one writer once stated: ‘you must love words

Now to get an understanding of the text you

words (as we do or try to do with ‘

’ in the

Gershwin) and phrases. You will have heard me
do this many times, most recently in
.

convey.’ A choir that sings without this emotion
or understanding of the beauty of words will
have no conviction, will not convey that they

Another important factor in expressive singing is

believe what they are singing about, and will be a to be aware of the rise and fall of the music,
what is sometimes called the ‘phrase arch.’ When
dull choir – even if they sing all the right notes
with a good tone and blend. Colourless choirs

the music ascends, a gentle crescendo will help

should be banned!

to move the phrase on. Similarly a gentle
diminuendo when the music descends. Sometime

To achieve expressive singing you must ‘let go’

making a diminuendo when the music arises can

and have no inhibitions or self-consciousness.

turn the phrase into a thing of beauty, but this is

Your audience will be engaged and moved if you

more difficult. The important thing to remember

are completely connected to the text and music

is that true and convincing expressive singing

- •notes, phrasing, •text, dynamics, tone, blend

will improve the sound.

with appropriate facial and body language.
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When we are singing harmonies and the line is split into lower and upper, I find it extremely difficult to
sing the lower part, I seem to naturally want to sing the top part. Do you have any tips on how I can
learn to sing the lower parts more easily?
The secret is to listen carefully and again it will become easier the more you know about music. Singing
rounds is a simple way of getting used to singing in harmony. In warm-ups you will note that I often use a
song such as ‘Amazing Grace’ and not only sing it as a round but also get you to sing it scrambled – this is
when I number every singer 1-4. To get you used to singing harmony is the reason I will often use Sol-fa
(doh, ray me etc.) as well as keep pointing out what other parts are singing, even sometimes getting you to
sing another part. Undoubtedly the more you know your part, the easier it is to harmonize; and of course the
best way to know your part is to be able to sing from memory. But all the time, like all music-making the key is
to listen when you sing and take in what is going around you.
It was fascinating to sing in Ghent Cathedral and
hear the echo of the longer notes. •As a conductor
how do you compensate so that the echo doesn’t
interfere with the timing of the piece?

It always pays to have some singing lessons
with a good teacher so that you can learn
more about the mechanics and techniques of
songs. Also some piano lessons would not go
amiss. At rehearsal always bring a pencil so
that you can make •notes; and if there is
something that you do not understand at
rehearsal do not be shy at asking the MD. So
often a question asked is usually something
that has been bothering someone else. You
have been the brave one to ask! Regarding
books I know that a number have found the
following useful:
(ISBN-13: 9780517884386) Publisher:
Crown Publishing Group. This is a basic
primer for anyone without musical training who
wishes to learn to read musical scores when
singing or taking up an instrument. The book
explains how notes are named and written;
how to read melody, interpret time signatures,
keys, sharps, flats, and naturals; how to read
tempo; and how to play chords. If you go on
line you will find that Amazon have a number
of copies.

The only thing you can do is to make sure that when
you have a break in the music, you let the sound die
away before continuing e.g. as after the pause on
‘shout’ in Joshua. Sometimes a slightly steadier tempo
will help the sounds to become clearer, but you cannot
ease back too much otherwise the phrasing and
breathing will be affected. In Ghent because I wanted
Trevor to have as much time as possible on the organ,
we just had time to sing through one piece – Anthem
for doomed youth. •Ideally I would have liked much
longer to make the necessary adjustments, such as
tempo and weight of final consonants. For example if
you give too much on final consonants, especially
explosive ones such as ‘d’ and ’t’ you could have the
resulting sounds echoing around the cathedral.
Unfortunately there wasn’t the time to do this, and I
made some minor adjustments as the concert went on
to which the choir responded so well. Many years ago I
produced the Choristers of St Paul’s Cathedral, London
under the organist Christopher Dearnley in an LP of
folk songs. The recording took place in the BBC
Concert Hall, a far different acoustic to that of the
Cathedral. In the initial run through of one of the songs,
I said to Christopher that I needed much better
articulation of final consonants. He said he would do
his best but at St Paul’s they didn’t really bother
because of the Cathedral’s 7 second reverb!

What does Maestoso really mean in My Lord what a morning from •‘Sing with the Spirit’?
Maestoso literally means majestic and is often used to denote a modification of the previous tempo.• In the
spiritual I have also used it to indicate a change of mood as well•– a feeling akin to stateliness which is reenforced by the quavers in the bass-line of the piano part. By these means I have tried to help the choir to put
over the words with extra meaning and colour – as discussed in the previous answer about expression.
When I learn a new piece of music, I usually find the rhythm the hardest to learn. Is this commonly the
most difficult part of the learning process and please can you offer any advice on how to overcome
it?• Thank you
Yes the rhythm is so often one of the difficult things to master even for those who can read music. That is why
I frequently do rhythmic chanting (no singing) in rehearsals to get the rhythm confidently and firmly placed.
You will notice that at times I get you to chant slowly and then on repetition increase the tempo. It can also
help to mark in the beats of a bar so you can see (and feel) the relationship of the rhythm to the beat. That is
why I get you to tap or clap the beat while I say the rhythm and then when you say it. Marking these difficult
passages in your score will remind you of what to practise when listening to the teaching tracks.
Understanding rhythmic notation will obviously help so the more studying of music you do then the more you
will understand rhythmic structures. And of course during all this work you must really listen.
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This month I have been getting to know … Elizabeth Gammell

How long have you been an
Amici?

I joined the choir on 16 April 1986 (I can
remember the date because it was my
11th Wedding Anniversary!) So 28 years
now…

Have you always lived in this
area?

Yes I was born in Bedford and have lived
within 10 miles ever since.

What do you consider to be your
favourite song?

From the Amici repertoire - ‘Our Love Is
Here To Stay’ - I sung it at my first
rehearsal and have never tired of it.
Otherwise, ‘O mio babbino caro’ from
Gianni Schicchi by Giacomo Puccini

What is your favourite place?

Belle Plagne, a village 2,000 metres in
the French Ski Resort of La Plagne
where we have a minute apartment. It’s
wonderful to visit there in winter and
summer.

Tell us about your favourite
hobbies

In no particular order: Skiing, Singing,
Conducting, Walking with the family,
Border Terriers, Travelling, Reading and
Swimming

What is your favourite food?

Fish

Please describe yourself in just
three words

Cheerful, Determined, Overweight

What is your greatest
achievement?

Raising Edward, Finella and Annabel

Who has provided your greatest
inspiration?

My parents; they were a loving, stable
couple who gave me a wonderful start in
life.
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I went back to college when I was 39 and
Share something that most people
passed Maths GCSE
wouldn’t know about you

What makes you laugh out loud?

Rehearsing the St Swithun’s Singers we have such fun on Monday nights and
it’s very rare for me not to find something
to laugh about with them

Who would you most like to have a P D James. I really enjoy her books and
cup of tea with?
think she’s an extraordinary woman

What piece of advice would you
give to your teenage self?

Don’t take yourself so seriously

What is your favourite colour?

Tricky, depends on what mood I’m in.
Probably a soft grey - which is the colour
of the dress I’m wearing for Annabel’s
wedding.

What is your treasured childhood
memory?

Age 5 - at Miss Beale’s Nursery School I was made to sing “Bobby Shafto’s gone
to sea” standing on a stool (Health &
Safety wouldn’t permit that now) to the
rest of the school because I’d done it so
well! My love of singing started early.

What has been your greatest
challenge?

Believing in myself

Where in the world would you like
to travel that you haven’t visited
before?

New Zealand

What book have you read
recently?

“The Girl from Station X” by Elisa
Seagrave - a fascinating story of a
mother/daughter relationship

Who is your favourite composer?

What a silly question! As I’ve sung and
conducted, with enormous enjoyment,
his music for 28 years now, it has to be
Douglas, but apart from him, let’s go with
Puccini.
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Karen Love
Following the success of
the charity cake stall last
year, the Amici’s were
given another challenge to
make; bake and create
more tasty morsels to sell
at this year’s market stall.

Revealed she was
celebrating her birthday
that day and another
passer by commented
that the singing wasn’t
too bad!
We even got a mention
on BigglesFM as listeners
were encouraged to
come and pay us a visit.
One listener commented
that she had already
been along to buy
something and that it
was delicious.

You didn’t disappoint and
those who were unable to
bake, made generous
donations to cover the cost
of ingredients.
From the Thursday
evening before, a host of
delectable treats began to
gather in the foyer at
Trinity Methodist Church.
Homemade fayre
continued to arrive
throughout Friday evening
as Barbara’s home became
a hive of activity, making
sure that all the goods
were packaged and
suitably priced.

The first shift returned to
continue selling and were
finished by 1 p.m. In
spite of the rain, this
year’s cake stall proved
to be a resounding
success, having smashed
last years total and
selling every last crumb.
Altogether the goodies
alone raised an
impressive £250, and a
total of £84 was given in
donations. All in all we
raised a grand total of
£334 which I am sure
you will agree is a great
result.

The weather forecast was
for thunderstorms, but
first thing it was fine and
warm but overcast..
Barbara x 2, Maggie and
Janet arrived. The cakes
were unpacked and
displayed by 7.30 am.
Douglas and Carole arrived
and brought them a
welcome coffee. Anne,
Judith and Rosemary
arrived at 10 am to relieve
the first shift, and it
started to rain.

None of this would have
been possible however, if
it had not been for the
enthusiasm and
generosity with which
you all rose to the
challenge to help raise
choir funds and so I wish
to say a big thank you to
you all.

They managed to sell an
amazing array of cakes,
muffins, biscuits, loaves,
jams and chutney’s to the
lovely people of
Biggleswade.

Of course, a very special
thank you must go to
Barbara Hazell who
organised the event with
impressive efficiency and
pulled everything
together.

One unsuspecting
customer was even
serenaded when she
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21st June
Midsummer Concert
Great Gransden Parish Church
Rehearsal 2pm
Concert 7pm
27th September
Leamington Spa
More details to follow soon
15th November
Jigsaw Evening and
‘bring and share’ supper
EcoHub Gamlingay
7.30pm
20th December
Christmas Concert
EcoHub Gamlingay
More details to follow soon
26-31 May 2015
Quedlinburg
More details to follow soon

Coming soon to a venue
near you!
On Wednesday 16 July at 7.30pm
pop along to Sandy Parish Church
for a wonderful evening of lovely
melodies as Trevor takes the St.
Swithun’s singers through songs
from the musicals.
Tickets cost £4.00
Interval refreshments available

Your choir needs you!
Please make every effort to attend
rehearsals regularly, particularly in
the run-up to a concert.
Whilst it is fully understandable
that you may have long-standing
commitments and pre-booked
holidays, it can make it very
difficult to plan ahead and
rehearse effectively when key
voices are absent.

We have a brand new feature this edition as we celebrate
more Amici talents … and by popular request, what better
way to get started than with these heart felt words penned
by Doreen Lawrence and to be sung to the tune of Andrew
Lloyd-Webber’s well-known song “Memory”

Midnight! Oh I must have been dreaming!
I was walkin’ to heaven with no robe and no song.
I was worried because I’d missed the chariot ride,
And my wings had grown too long!
Midnight! Now my mind’s full of music
That I practised on Thursday with th’Amici throng.
Why did Douglas have to change the alto notes
Now my Joshua’s all gone wrong!
I remember long ago
At the Beeb we sang this for fun,
Now Little David follows after
And our work is never dun,dun,dun,dun
Why now am I still feeling restless?
It’s the fault of that Piper,
Piper of Dundee!
He’s the rogie that stirs me up and makes my heart race,
And I’m dancin’ at Amulrie.
Dancin’ now to Gershwin’s tunes
That open memory’s door.
I’ve got rhythm and its wonderful, who
Could ask for anything more?
Stop now! No more dancing and singing,
One o’clock in the morning, this is more than gross.
Let me rest now in darkness and in silence.
Slumber on, Ar hyd y nos.
Doreen M. Lawrence 2014

Thank you for your understanding
and cooperation!
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I hope you enjoyed the selection of puzzles and brainteasers in the last episode but
how did you get on? Here are the solutions:

Trackword: Xylophone
There were only 71 possible words you could have found this time. A full list of words is
available on request.

Sudoku:

3
9
7
4
1
8
5
6
2

1
6
2
9
3
5
7
8
4

8
5
4
2
7
6
1
9
3

Matchword:

4
1
8
7
6
9
3
2
5

2
7
6
3
5
4
9
1
8

5
3
9
1
8
2
4
7
6

9
4
3
6
2
7
8
5
1

6
8
1
5
9
3
2
4
7

7
2
5
8
4
1
6
3
9

Forest

Fire

Alarm

Secret

Wish

List

Condensed

Milk

Bottle

Tide

Mark

Time

Lemon

Curd

Cheese

Sailing

Boat

House

Napkin

Ring

Binder

Comic

Turn

Stile

Swimming

Pool

Table

Crossword
Across
5
Bruges
7

Down
1
How Much My Heart Does Love To Sing

Douglas Coombes M.B.E. 2

EcoHub

9
Thirty Five
12 Corn Exchange
13 Amicis

3
4
6

Treble Clef
Pianoforte
A Second Tapestry

14 Sopranos
17 Stave

8
10

Music
Harmony

20 Seconds

11

Quedlinburg

21 October

15

Biggleswade

22 Rehearsal
23 George Gershwin

16
18

Shenandoah
Alto

19

Uniform
28

Match Word
Birthday
Bubble
Royal
Hard
Family
Wedding
Petty
Library
Trap
Jail

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Deck

R

A

N

L

O

C

T

O

T

Towel
Merge
Horse
House
Binder
Making sure you use the
centre square, how many
words can you discover in
the grid above ?

Register
Voucher
Handle
Seed

Pit your wits against another brainteaser…
Simply fill in the squares with the numbers
1-9 so that each row, column and 3 x 3
block contains all the numbers 1-9

Sudoku
7

2
5

9
3
6

2

6
1
9

3
8
4
3

8
4

8

2
9
7

3

1

5
1

5
7
3

2
9

Hans Christian Anderson (1805-1875)

8
9
6
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